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Abstract
In today’s platform economy, the postal industry has been disrupted with emerging
technologies and changing consumer needs. While the physical letter volumes continue to
decrease, postal operators seek new sources of customer value through digital innovations.
Digital mailbox is an example of a multisided platform that creates value by connecting two
or more customer groups and facilitating interaction or transactions between them. In order to
successfully attract both supply and demand to these platforms, the platform provider needs
to understand both sides of the market.
The purpose of this study was to increase the understanding of the needs and expectations of
the biggest consumer group of the future, Generation Z, regarding their interaction with
different sectors in the Finnish society. Furthermore, the research aim was to shed light on the
possible implications that these needs and expectations would have on platform providers.
The context for the study was Finland. The study was conducted as a case study for
PostNord, a communications and logistics supplier in the Nordics. A qualitative research
design included conducting 12 semi-structured interviews with Generation Z representatives,
born between 1995 and 2001. Additionally, a mirroring workshop with industry experts was
conducted in order to include the perspective of the case company. The results were analysed
using a thematic analysis method.
The findings of this study show that Generation Z’s choice for device and channels is
contextual, depending on the importance and urgency of the matter. Gen Z prefers to receive
their communication on one platform instead of many, and often on mobile application. This
generational cohort has high expectations regarding the speed of the communication. They
expect fast responses that also enable a meaningful dialogue, yet on their own terms. The
findings indicate that Gen Z values the human element even in digital communication. They
want to receive information that is not only relevant to them, but arrives on the right time and
comes from a competent, familiar source. These findings have implications on not only
PostNord as a platform provider, but all the potential ecosystem partners.
Keywords: Multisided platforms, Generation Z, platform-based innovations, Information and
communication technologies
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Framtidens digitala plattformar – En undersökning av
Generation Zs behov och förväntningar
Abstrakt
I dagens plattformsekonomi har postbranschen behövt hantera ny teknik och förändrade
konsumentbehov. Medan volymen av fysiska brev fortsätter att minska, söker postoperatörer
nya källor till kundvärde genom digitala innovationer. En digital brevlåda är ett exempel på
en flersidig plattform som skapar värde genom att ansluta två eller fler kundgrupper, samt
underlättar interaktioner eller transaktioner mellan dem. För att framgångsrikt locka både
utbud och efterfrågan till dessa plattformar, behöver plattformsleverantörer förstå båda sidor
av marknaden.
Syftet med denna studie var att öka förståelsen för behov och förväntningar hos
framtidens största konsumentgrupp, Generation Z, angående deras interaktion med
olika sektorer i det finska samhället. Vidare var målet med forskningen att belysa
möjliga konsekvenser som dessa behov och förväntningar skulle ha på
plattformsleverantörer. Sammanhanget för studien var Finland. Studien genomfördes som en
fallstudie för PostNord, en kommunikations- och logistikleverantör i Norden. Under en
kvalitativ forskningsdesign genomfördes 12 halvstrukturerade intervjuer med Generation Zrepresentanter, födda mellan 1995 och 2001, dessutom genomfördes en workshop med
branschexperter för att inkludera fallföretagets perspektiv. Resultaten analyserades
med hjälp av en tematisk analysmetod.
Resultaten av denna studie visar att Generation Zs val för enhet och kanaler är
kontextuell, beroende på hur viktigt och brådskande det är. Generation Z föredrar att ta emot
kommunikation på en specifik plattform i stället för många, och ofta på mobilapplikation.
Denna kohort har höga förväntningar på kommunikationshastigheten, de förvänta sig snabba
svar som också möjliggör en meningsfull dialog, men ändå på deras egna villkor. Resultaten
tyder på att Generation Z värderar det mänskliga elementet även i digital kommunikation. De
vill ha information som inte bara är relevant för dem, men kommer under rätt tid och från en
kompetent, välkänd källa. Dessa resultat har inte bara konsekvenser för PostNord som
plattformsleverantör, men alla potentiella partners i ekosystemet.
Nyckelord: Multisided-plattformar, Generation
Information och kommunikationsteknik
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1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the topic, the research problem, purpose and objectives of the study
as well as the case company and delimitations.

1.1 Background
In today’s digital environment, digital platforms and the business models that these platforms
enable are driving a profound change in the global macroeconomic environment. Emerging
technologies and shifting consumer needs push companies to find new ways of creating value
to their customers through focusing on their digital capabilities. The most revolutionizing
innovations are not necessarily products or services, but the platforms on which they are built
and the complex ecosystems that these platforms create (Tiwana 2014). The competition has
shifted from controlling the value chain into finding ways to attract generative activities
associated with a platform (de Reuver, Sørensen & Basole 2018).
The rapid technological evolution pushes the boundaries of all industries, urging businesses
to seek new areas of growth by diversifying their services. The change is also fueled by the
change in consumption habits, which has shifted from ownership of goods towards temporary
usage, often offering consumers more convenience, economic benefits, and ecological
sustainability (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2015). Leading companies focus on two complementary
activities in this environment: reshaping customer value propositions and transforming their
operations using digital technologies for greater customer interaction and collaboration
(Berman 2012).
Ultimately, platform businesses have revolutionized many industries, from social networking
platforms to mobile payments, online marketplaces and transportation. What is today known
as collaborative consumption or sharing economy flourishes on digital platforms, which serve
as the matchmakers of consumers (Ertz et. al. 2016). Enterprises like Facebook, Uber, Airbnb
or eBay have shaped the global economy and changed the dynamics fundamentally. These
digital platforms create value by connecting two or more customer groups (e.g. supply and
demand) and facilitating interaction or transactions between them. However, platform
providers must address the famous “chicken-and-egg problem” in user attraction and be
careful in getting both sides of the market on board (Rochet & Tirole 2003). Understanding
the problems and needs of both sides is crucial for survival in the platform competition.
Along with other industries, the postal industry has been disrupted with emerging
technologies and changing consumer needs. While the amount e-commerce and parcel
delivery increases, the volume of physical letters decreases due to increasing digital
communication (PostNord 2018). This has lead to the development of platform-based
innovations, one example being the digital mailbox. In the Nordic market, Denmark has made
it mandatory for everyone above 16 years to have a digital mailbox in order to receive letters
from public authorities. In Sweden, Finland and Norway, however, the use of digital mailbox
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services is still optional, thus these platforms need to offer real value to both sides of the
market in order to be attractive.
Staying competitive in the dynamic markets means actively pursuing innovation and
obtaining a position in the ecosystem rather than competing with only products or services
(Tiwana 2014). If a company wants to be the preferred brand and platform choice in the
future, it is essential to focus on the generation that is about to have the biggest consuming
ability in the future – generation Z (Finch 2015). This is the generational cohort that is born
after 1995 in a world of rapidly developing technologies and innovation.
This thesis is organized as follows: First, a review of existing literature about the
characteristics of generation Z, ecosystem thinking, platform economy and platform-based
innovations on the postal industry are presented. Thereafter, the research methodology and
the results of the empirical phase are presented. Then, the theoretical understanding is
deepened through an analysis and discussion of the findings. Finally, the study limitations
and future research suggestions are discussed.

1.2 Purpose and objectives
The research problem of this study initiated from the question of how to attract users to a
digital platform in two-sided markets. Ultimately, questions like these come down to the
market demand and customer value, hence the target customers’ needs and expectations for a
certain product or service. As there is a current lack of research about Generation Z and their
evolving consumer needs regarding their interaction with different sectors, it was justified to
examine this specific generational cohort.
The purpose of this study is to increase the understanding of the needs and expectations of
Generation Z when it comes to communication with different sectors in the Finnish society.
The problem was addressed through examining broadly all interaction that Gen Z has with
different sectors in a society, including the communication technologies, processes as well as
the content. Moreover, this study aims to shed light on the implications that the needs of Gen
Z might have on PostNord and product development projects regarding digital platforms of
the future on the Finnish consumer market.

1.3 Research questions
Based on the purpose and objectives of this study, the following research questions were
defined:
RQ1: What needs and expectations regarding communication through digital platforms does
generation Z have?
RQ2: What implications do these needs have on PostNord?
6

The first research question will be answered through empirical data collection about the
needs and expectations of generation Z. The second research question will be answered by
combining the empirical findings to relevant literature and expert insights.

1.4 Case company
PostNord is a supplier of communications and logistics solutions to, from and within the
Nordic region. PostNord also ensures postal services to households and businesses in Sweden
and Denmark. They have a strong distribution network, and they aim to develop options for
tomorrow’s communication, e-commerce, distribution and logistics in the Nordic region. In
2017, PostNord’s total net sales on group level was over 37 billions SEK and it had 31,000
employees in its 4 operating countries.

1.5 Delimitations
The focus of this study is limited to the communication between an individual and different
societal sectors, hence it does not examine any aspects of peer-to-peer communication.
Moreover, the context of this study was narrowed down to Finland, focusing exclusively on
Finnish citizens and sectors. The choice of context was partly shaped by the interests of the
industry partner in this thesis, PostNord, which had identified a need to gain more insights
and understanding of the Finnish market regarding consumers and available digital service
ecosystems.
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2 Literature review
This chapter presents the theoretical framework of this thesis by reviewing relevant literature
and defining the key concepts. The framework is presented starting from macro level
phenomena, such as ecosystem thinking, and gradually approaching more specific concepts,
such as digital mailboxes. Finally, the main target group of this study, generation Z, is
characterised based on existing research.

2.1 Ecosystem thinking
Biological ecosystems are often characterized as robust, scalable architectures that can
automatically solve complex and dynamic problems. These ecosystems possess properties,
such as self-organisation, self-management, scalability and the ability to provide complex
solutions, and also the automated composition of these solutions (Levin 1998). Biological
ecosystems are widely used as a metaphor within business context, as the concept manages to
capture the essence and dynamics of today’s complex business environment. James F. Moore
(1993) was among the first to bring the term ecosystem officially into business literature by
describing how business ecosystem, similar to its biological counterpart, gradually moves
from a random collection of elements to a more structured community. Moore’s definition of
business
ecosystems
is
still
widely
used
in
the
literature:
“An economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organizations and
individuals – the organisms of the business world. This economic community produces goods
and services of value to customers, who are themselves members of the ecosystem. The
member organizations also include suppliers, lead producers, competitors, and other
stakeholders. Over time, they coevolve their capabilities and roles, and tend to align
themselves with the directions set by one or more central companies. Those companies
holding leadership roles may change over time, but the function of ecosystem leader is valued
by the community because it enables members to move toward shared visions to align their
investments and to find mutually supportive roles.” (Moore 1993, p. 272)
Similar to business ecosystems, a more technological approach describes certain networks
and dynamics as the digital counterparts of natural ecosystems. Briscoe and De Wilde (2007)
broadly define digital ecosystems as “artificial systems aiming to harness the dynamics that
underlie the complex and diverse adaptations of living organisms in biological ecosystems”.
According to Tiwana (2014), the recent technological advances are increasingly making it
possible to reconfigure traditional industries along the lines of software-centric platforms that
are abundant in the opportunities of ecosystem-creation. These platform ecosystems leverage
the expertise of developers and are driven by market incentives on a scale that is not
replicable within just one organization. (Tiwana 2014).
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2.2 Platforms
In order to understand platform ecosystems, it is crucial to understand the evolution and
lifecycle of platforms. The concepts of ecosystem and platform are very close and sometimes
even overlapping with each other in the literature. According to Tiwana (2014, p. 5), “the
utility of almost any platform is increasingly shaped by the ecosystem that surrounds it”. The
definition of platform varies across different scientific fields and industries, referring to both
physical and digital platforms, such as an automobile assembly line or the environment for a
software. Nevertheless, a platform typically embodies certain architecture and a set of rules.
Regardless of the discipline, many researchers argue that the various definitions of platform
share a number of common threads (Gawer 2009; Baldwin & Woodard 2009). According to
Baldwin and Woodard (2009), the common denominator for all versions of the concept is its
roots in engineering design. They define platform as “a set of stable components that
supports variety and evolvability in a system by constraining the linkages among the other
components” (Baldwin & Woodard 2009). Rochet and Tirole (2003) view platforms from the
perspective of industrial economics, where the concept is adopted to characterize products,
services, firms or institutions that mediate transactions between two or more groups of
agents.
The term platform has been used initially in the context of product development and a
company’s own incremental innovation projects, mostly within the manufacturing industry.
Product platforms were seen as products designed for easy modification through the addition,
substitution or removal of features (Wheelwright & Clark 1992). Thus, a product platform
refers to the common underlying technology and a shared set of components that – together
with more standardised design, manufacturing, distribution and marketing – could eventually
lead to better control of production and inventory costs. These platforms enabled creating
entire product families with a common underlying logic, of which some of the most famous
examples include companies such as Sony, Hewlett-Packard, Honda and Rolls Royce (Gawer
2009).
Shawney (1998) approaches the same subject from a broader perspective with a background
in marketing research. He suggests that the product offering’s shared heritage means they
should be managed as families with a common underlying logic instead of portfolios of
unrelated entities, hence the shared logic is the platform (Shawney 1998). Moreover, the
process of identifying and exploiting the shared logic and structure in a company’s activities
and offerings is called platform thinking, which helps to achieve leveraged growth and
variety. A prerequisite for successful platform thinking is to accurately define the elements of
the core platform by assessing what is core and what derivative in the values that the platform
stands for, the offerings it creates, the technologies it employs, the customer franchises it
controls and the customers that it targets. (Shawney 1998).
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2.2.1 Internal and external platforms
Following the typology initially presented by Gawer (2009), Gawer and Cusumano (2014)
divide platforms into two predominant types: internal or company-specific platforms, and
external or industry-wide platforms. The former refers to a set of assets organized in a
common structure from which a company can efficiently develop and produce a stream of
derivative products, while the latter refers to the products, services or technologies that
provide a foundation for outside firms, organized as business ecosystems, to develop their
own complementary products, technologies or services (Gawer & Cusumano 2014).
Internal (company or product) platform, which have the roots in product development as
mentioned earlier, refer to firms building a family of related products or sets of new features
by deploying reusable components and technologies (Gawer 2009). Many researchers have
reached a consensus and identified several potential benefits of internal platforms, including
savings in fixed costs, efficiency gains in product development through the reuse of common
parts and “modular” designs, the ability to produce a large number of derivative products
with limited resources, as well as flexibility in product feature design (Gawer 2009). Gawer
and Cusumano (2014) identify also a supply-chain platform as one type of internal platform,
where a set of firms follows specific guidelines to supply intermediate products or
components to the platform owner or final product assembler. A supply-chain platform aims
to improve efficiency and reduce cost by the reuse of modular components, but has its
benefits and downsides. On the other hand, a firm with access to a platform supply chain can
tap into external capabilities to find more innovative or less expensive components and
technologies, yet at the same time the firm may have less control over the components and
technology (Iansiti & Levien 2004; Gawer & Cusumano 2014).
External or industry platforms, in turn, are products, services or technologies serving as the
foundation on which outside firms can build further complementary innovations and
potentially generate network effects (Gawer 2009). Researchers are unified about the fact that
complementors should be encouraged to establish formal relationships, since technological
partnerships and alliances drive innovation and collaboration, as increasing interconnectivity
in turn fosters the exchange in the ecosystem (Gawer & Cusumano 2008). Hence, platform
owners should seek participation of new entrants, stimulating them to develop additional
complements. In sum, platform strategies aim to increase the involvement and embeddedness
of individual actors in the ecosystem.
Industry platforms are similar to internal platforms in a sense that they both provide a
foundation of reusable components, but only industry platforms are open to other companies.
However, the “openness” of an industry platform varies from the level of access to
information on interfaces to link to the platform, rules governing the use of platform or cost
of access in the form or patent or licensing fees. (Gawer & Cusumano 2013). As the balance
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of power between assemblers and component makers changes, successful industry platforms
can cause leading industrial positions being contested or lost. Moreover, the degree of
innovation on complementary products and services tends to increase due to industry
platforms, which leads to creating more value for the platform and its users via network
effects, creating a cumulative advantage for existing platforms. While the adoption rates
grow, these industry platforms become harder to compete with, with the increasing number of
complements acting like a barrier to entry. (Gawer & Cusumano 2014).

2.2.2 Multisided platforms
Many if not most markets with network externalities are characterized by the presence of two
distinct sides whose ultimate benefit comes from interacting through a common platform.
(Boudreau & Hagiu 2009; Rochet & Tirole 2003). Hence, the platforms on these two-sided
markets are often called multisided platforms (MSP). Eisenmann et al. (2006) define a
multisided platform as a product or service that brings together groups of users in two-sided
networks (or markets) by providing infrastructure and rules that facilitate the two groups’
transactions, which can take many forms. A software platform is multisided only if two or
more distinct types of participant groups use the platform to directly interact with each other
(Tiwana 2014).
Some researchers do not even consider one-sided platforms as platforms at all. They argue
that nearly every one of the successful platforms, – including iPhone, Windows, Facebook,
Skype, Amazon, eBay, Google, Firefox, and Dropbox – started out not as platforms but as
products or services that were valuable to end-users, which transformed into a platform only
after the end-users had widely adopted the product and a second side of developers was
added (Tiwana 2014). For the purposes of this research, the focus here is on multisided
platforms instead of internal company-specific platforms and one-sided platforms.
In the attempts of finding ways to charge both sides of the market, companies innovate new
business models to monetize their platform, or seek revenues from complements and different
kinds of transactions and advertising. Value creation in the multisided platforms is often
described as the opposite of traditional linear value creation processes. In the traditional value
chain, value moves from left to right, while in two-sided networks the cost and revenue are
on both sides, since the platform has a distinct group of users on each sides (Eisenmann et al.
2006).

2.2.3 Network effects
A key concept related to customer attraction on multisided platforms is network effects.
Network effects are also what distinguish internal platforms from industry platforms, and
they can lead to successful platforms enjoying increasing returns to scale. The more users
adopt the platform, the more valuable the platform becomes to both the owner and the users
due to the growing access to the network of users and also to a growing set of complementary
11

innovations (Gawer & Cusumano 2013). Furthermore, this results in even more firms and
users being urged to adopt the platform and join the ecosystem, hence the network effect.
Two fundamental types of network effects are often determined: “direct” (same-side) or
“indirect” (cross-side) network effects. Same-side effect refers to a situation where an
increasing number of users on one side of the network makes it either more or less valuable
to users on the same side (Eisenmann et al. 2006). A famous example of this is how big social
media platforms, such as Facebook, attract their users, friends of users, and friends of friends
of users. In comparison, indirect or cross-side network effects means that the increasing the
number of users on one side of the network makes it either more or less valuable to the users
on the other side (Eisenmann et al. 2006). An example of indirect effects could be when, for
example, advertisers become attracted to the Google search engine or to Facebook because of
the large number of users. Same-side and cross-side network effects can be both negative or
positive, and equally powerful. The network effect can also be reinforced by a technical
standard, which makes using multiple platforms – also called “multihoming” – or switching
to another platform more difficult or costly for the user. (Gawer & Cusumano 2014).

2.3 Innovation in the postal industry
Like any other industry, the postal industry has to continuously evolve and embrace digital
disruption in order to respond to the quickly developing consumer needs and to stay
competitive in the changing environment. Seeking growth and pursuing new business areas
require innovation, which is in the center of all development, whether it concerns products
and services, technologies, processes or business models. Innovation is also the key to finding
new positions to become and stay relevant in the digital ecosystem.
Since delivering physical mail and packages is not profitable enough on its own anymore,
complementary services and platform-based innovations have become the new focus of mail
and delivery industry. These innovations can be both related and unrelated to the postal
delivery business itself, such as customized features, expert advice, training, or integration
with other companies’ products and systems (Cusumano 2012). Common examples of valueadding services are the service-like versions of a company’s products, such as Software as a
Service, which provide additional convenience and potentially lower costs to the customer.

2.3.1 Service thinking
An essential part of diversifying the product portfolio is innovation regarding the services.
Cusumano approaches the business of the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) by arguing, that in
order to stay profitable or grow revenues in the disrupted environment, USPS could leverage
both service and platform thinking (2012). Unrelated to the mail delivery itself, Cusumano
suggests providing other businesses and governmental agencies greater access to the USPS
infrastructure (for example by employing postal workers to conduct the census as they deliver
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mail) or placing advertising or air quality monitoring equipment on the USPS trucks and
allowing teleoperators to mount antennas in them. Even if the other services would be
unrelated to the core product, they can still leverage the same customer demand as a type of
diversification or “economies of scope” strategy (Cusumano 2012).
More recent examples of value-adding services in the Finnish mail and delivery industry
include lawn mowing, property management, meal delivery, home care and security services
offered by the Posti Group. Since 2016, Posti has communicated a 10% decrease in
traditional mail and 70M € decrease in income due to digitization, leading to developing
several pilots regarding complementary home services that can be purchased online (Posti.fi
2016).

2.3.2 Platform-based innovations
As for the platform-based innovations related to the postal industry, a study conducted by
Sheedy and Moloney in 2012 in the UK examined how the UK Postal Operators could
collaborate with local and national government to provide assistance to the population
regarding both medium-related (e.g. ‘button’ knowledge, browsing and navigating) and
content-related (e.g. information seeking, communication) skills in the attempts of improving
the accessibility of public e-services like online tax submissions, vehicle registration,
payment of parking tickets and even managing government benefits (Crew & Brennan 2015).
The pilot platform ‘Community Infopoint’, which was introduced as the “digital inclusion
arm of the government” in the age of residents’ limited internet access, was only available in
the community areas such as local supermarkets, postal office, social housing offices and a
doctor’s waiting room, where the citizens could access and use the platform. The results from
both local businesses and residents’ side were very positive. Although the findings are not
directly applicable in the age of hyperconnected world, this pilot exemplifies a postal
operator’s potential role in filling the position of a trusted, efficient, independent agency,
which functions as the link between consumers and their government.
More recent example of a platform-based innovations in the context of the U.S. Postal
Service are presented by Cusumano (2012), who suggested digitizing and sorting mail and
sending it out electronically to customers. This is today more widely adopted and known as a
digital (or electronic) mailbox, which is a good example of a multisided platform in the ICT
industry. Another one of Cusumano’s (2012) platform-based service idea’s, that would
potentially generate positive network effects, includes letting only registered users to store
and send physical copies of photos and postcards through the mail to other registered users by
using a USPS Website, from where the USPS would then print and deliver the desired mail.
A variant of this service would be to target only secure documents, stored electronically and
valid only when delivered in physical form. Cusumano’s third idea for USPS is to create its
own social media network by itself or through partnerships, where registered users could send
photos, postcards, and invitations to friends and family members. Especially this service
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would be based on network effects as more users and family members joined, which should
allow charging fees or monetize the service through advertising (Cusumano 2012).

2.4 Generation Z
Basing on the theory of generations by Karl Mannheim in 1923 (in Pilcher 1994), marketing
researchers have for decades aimed to fit entire generations into commercially tangible
categories. The theory allows approaching each generation as a target market based on the
cohort’s shared believes and values, which have formed as a result of experienced similar
societal developments and changes that have led to a similar consumption behaviour
(Williams & Page 2011). Hence, their identity is more shaped by shared experiences than
age. The effects of these experiences are also relatively stable over the course of their life and
serve to distinguish one generation from another. (Jurkiewicz & Brown 1998).
Over the years, each of the generational cohorts has been given many names in the literature
depending on the author. Equally as many varying definitions of the age ranges of these
groups can be found in different sources. First, was the demographic cohort of Baby
Boomers, born between 1946 and 1964, which was shaped by the post-war years. After that
came Generation X, born in 1965-1976, who is also called the TV Generation. They were
followed by the Generation Y, perhaps better known Millennials, whose first birth years are
typically placed in the early 1980’s, who are described by traits such as special, sheltered,
confident, team-oriented, conventional, pressured and achieving. (Howe & Strauss 1991).
Finally, there is Generation Z – the generation after Millennials. Gen Z, also known as
Generation Next, the Net Generation, or iGen, is the emerging generation and increasing
interest of market researchers and trend forecasters. Much of the interest is fueled by the fact
that by 2020, 40% of all consumers will belong to Generation Z cohort (Finch 2015). There is
only little consensus regarding the age range of this generation, interpretations of the first
birth year varying from 1990 to 2000, and their final birth year being still more or less
undecided. However, in this study Gen Z is defined according to one of the most common
definitions in the literature, as the ones born after 1995 (Empson 2016; Williams 2015; Wood
2013).
While Millennials are often called digital natives, in this study that definition is exclusively
reserved for Gen Z. They are, after all, the first generation and thus true digital natives with
no recall of a world without the internet, smartphones, instant messaging, online social
communities and self-publishing tools (Addor 2012). As Gen Z’s formative years were
defined by smart technologies and social media, Gen Z is often characterized by being always
connected and interconnected, social networking being a central part of their lives. Being
more comfortable than most participating in an interconnected world is what separates Gen Z
most from their predecessors (The Face of Gen Z 2012). Consequently, Gen Z has been
accused of short attention span and inability to focus due to the constant connectedness and
massive amounts of information that they consume on a daily basis (Williams 2017). On the
other hand, the short attention span can also be seen as an “8-second filter”, which is an
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advanced management strategy to quickly sort through and assess enormous amounts of
information. Trending websites and curating apps are key tools for Gen Z to filter the most
relevant information from the continuous flow. (Finch 2015).
Gen Z’s relation to privacy and data security is different from the previous generations. Gen
Z is described to be more aware about their self-image and online portrayal than the
generations before them, and they curate different social media personas in order to please
various audiences (Finch 2015). This means that they are more cautious about sharing in
social media than their predecessors, who have overshared in the process of social media
becoming more established (Williams 2017). At the same time Gen Z is believed to be less
concerned about being monitored by large companies, as they are expect to receive more
relevant and better personalized targeting (Wood 2013). In terms of financial security, Gen Z
seems to be more conservative than the cohort before them. Growing up in the world of
recession, global conflict and economic troubles has caused them to seek safety in their
careers and more cautious of their finances. Hence, this generation resembles more the one of
their grandparents and great-grandparents. (Williams 2015).
Generation Z is also described to have focus on innovation, an insistence on convenience and
an underlying desire for security (Wood 2013). Growing up in the world of fast pace of
technological innovations (e.g. mobile capabilities, streaming video, social networks), this
cohort has also high expectations for the future technological advancements. On the other
hand, they have not seen as radical technological advancements as their predecessors, which
in some studies has led to the opposite result when it comes to expecting innovation (Wood
2013). Since this generation has not been exposed to “from scratch” consumption, there is
likely to be increased trust and expectations on the convenience in product attributes (e.g.
time-saving devices or mobile devices), product delivery (e.g. retail channels that increase
ease of acquisition), product experience (e.g. products that are easy to consume) and product
messaging meaning advertisements that are delivered in “just in time” (Wood 2013).
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2.5 The Finnish market
This chapter introduces the Finnish market regarding recent developments in platform-based
innovations and ecosystems that are relevant for the postal industry. At the time of this
research (spring 2018), there were currently two available government-owned digital
platforms on the Finnish market – Suomi.fi and Netposti – which facilitated communication
between citizens, governmental authorities and companies. In May 2018, a third digital
mailbox, Kivra, launched in Finland in collaboration with the telecom company Telia. In June
2018, Posti launched the OmaPosti service platform, which partly substitutes their old
electronic mailbox Netposti.

2.5.1 Suomi.fi
A recent example of a platform-based ecosystem from Finland is Suomi.fi, initiated by the
Ministry of Finance as a part of a bigger National Architecture for Digital Services
Programme (NADSP), with a budget of 10M€. The NADSP was launched in 2014 and the
first phase ended in December 2017, the platform being operatively managed by the Finnish
Population Register Centre. The programme aimed to create a compatible infrastructure
facilitating information transfer between organizations and services. It also included creating
a national data exchange layer, the shared service views required by citizens, companies and
authorities, a new national e-identification model and national solutions for the administration
of roles and authorizations for organizations and individuals (The Ministry of Finance 2018).
The National Architecture for Digital Services Programme consists currently of the following
projects, all grouped under the Suomi.fi brand.

Figure 1. The available Suomi.fi services (Communication Channel for the National
Architecture for Digital Services 2018).
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The Suomi.fi Web Service is the user interface combining citizens, entrepreneurs and officials
all in one digital platform to act in different roles and facilitate interaction between the
groups. The Suomi.fi Web Service is under constant development, as new services are added
to the mix on an ongoing basis.
The Suomi.fi Finnish Service Catalogue refers to the information that is available as open
data via the interface. It is an essential component of the Suomi.fi Web Service, as it is an
interoperable resource for service metadata. It functions as a base register with standardized
metadata of different digital services, service points and telephone services. It includes an
open API for all information. A new law will make it mandatory for all public service
producers to manage the metadata descriptions of their services in this repository. For the
consumer the Service Catalogue means finding information about each area in life (“living”,
“marriage”, “traveling”, “moving”) and the government services related to these, yet it
mainly directs the consumer further to each respective service on a independent website.
Suomi.fi Data Exchange Layer unifies the digital services and allows secure exchange of
data. It is a standardised channel for data transfer, providing a standardised means for
transferring data between organizations and enabling the construction of safe service
packages.
Suomi.fi e-Identification is a replacement for Tunnistus.fi and Vetuma services. It enables
electronic identification for digital service end-users and a single sign-on identification
system to various services. It allows e-identification of Finnish and EU citizens, secure single
sing-on access to services with standard tools, as well as centrally-managed financing and
banking agreements. Suomi.fi E-Identification supports authentication using bank
authentication (Tupas), mobile certificate and card authentication (HST).
Suomi.fi Messages is a centralized message operator that enables the digitalization of Finnish
authorities’ messaging (Esuomi.fi 2018). The service enables communication between
citizens, companies and the public administration, in the desired channel and message format
of the end-user. It includes delivering different types of messages: digital mail (sending and
receiving), alerts (text message and email), event notifications and paper mail. In the Suomi.fi
service platform, My Messages section functions as a digital mailbox for end-users. My
Messages is available both as a mobile app and web service.
Suomi.fi Maps is a map view easily integrated into one’s web service. It includes national
maps, spatial data for authorities and materials that can be attached. It can also be utilized via
the interface. It assists in finding routes and route search. The benefits include simple
adopting of the use of entire national spatial data infrastructure, high quality up-to-date
national maps and map functions as a ready API service.
Suomi.fi E-authorizations allow acting on behalf of another person or company in digital
services, the creation and maintenance of a person’s or company’s authorization, relay of
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authorization requests and checking user rights in real time. It functions also as a centralized
authorization register (eSuomi.fi 2018).
Suomi.fi Payments is a centralized payment service for online stores and digital services. It
enables transactions, such as official charges (e.g. the vehicle tax) paid by citizens to
organizations in public administration. Suomi.fi Payments functions as the user interface for
secure payments in an authority’s or municipality’s own digital service or online store. The
stated benefits are cost-effectiveness and centralized support and service administration.

Figure 2. The Suomi.fi service ecosystem illustrated by the Communication Channel for the
National Architecture for Digital Services (2018).
The Suomi.fi service ecosystem has been developed in the attempts of introducing services
across organisational boundaries, reducing overlapping work and improving the customer
service (The Ministry of Finance 2018). It has two target customer sides: the end-user
(citizen, company representative, official) and the service providers (authority, company or
community organization). Hence, it is a multisided digital service platform that aims to make
it easier for service providers to meet user demands. In June 2018, the platform was made
available also as a mobile app, including the My Messages functionality. The ultimate aim of
the ecosystem is to combine both public and private services and information on the same
platform, but at the moment of the study (2018) it did not include private sector services,
hence the interaction through My Messages includes only governmental recipient choices.
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2.5.2 Netposti and OmaPosti
Netposti, in turn, is a digital mailbox service for receiving and archiving bills, pay slips and
other electronic letters, owned by the Finnish Posti Group, which is also a government owned
company. In the end of 2017, the amount of Netposti users was reported to be 795 000. As of
spring 2018, however, Posti reported Netposti users about a reallocation of their resources, as
another digital mailbox service were under development. Eventually, Netposti removed the
“My files” section it had for uploading files to one’s account, as well as reported about
removing the letter sending function it had. While these functions were gradually being
removed, Netposti focuses on improving other Netposti functionalities, such as extending the
archiving of received messages from 7 years to infinite.
In June 2018, Posti Group launched a mobile OmaPosti application as a substitute for the old
Posti and Netposti. Currently the Netposti messages are directed to the OmaPosti mobile
application. The app includes traditional electronic mailbox services but also the
administration and archiving of invoices, tracking and routing items and sending parcels for
cheaper prices. It also cooperates with OP Finance Group’s Pivo mobile wallet, allowing
easier payment of invoices. A current alternative is to photograph the invoice’s barcode.
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3 Methodology
This chapter presents the methodology of this study. First, the research design is presented
including the research strategy and sampling method. Then, the data collection methods
regarding both primary and secondary data are introduced. Furthermore, the step-by-step
process of thematic data analysis is presented. Finally, the reliability and validity factors of
the methodology are discussed.

3.1 Research Design
With respect to the purpose and objectives of this research, an overall exploratory research
design was applied in the pursuance of understanding the needs and expectations of
generation Z regarding their communication with different societal sectors in the context of
Finland. An exploratory study aims to clarify the researcher’s understanding of an issue,
problem or phenomenon, with the advantage of being flexible and adaptable to change as the
study progresses. An exploratory study may also commence with a broad focus that is
narrowed down as the research proceeds, allowing the researcher to change direction when
new data or insights appear. (Saunders et al. 2015).
In addition to being of exploratory nature, this study was carried out by following qualitative
research design and methodology. From a broad perspective, qualitative research approaches
seek to arrive at an understanding of a particular phenomenon from the perspective of those
experiencing it (Vaismoradi et al. 2013). It is also often interpretive, as the researcher needs
to make interpretations of the subject and socially constructed meanings expressed about the
phenomenon being studied (Saunders et al. 2015). In this study, the phenomenon of digital
platforms was first framed with relevant theoretical literature, and further approached in the
empirical phase from the perspective of generation Z in order to gain comprehensive
knowledge about the topic in question.
According to Flick (2014), qualitative research should include theoretical literature about the
topic, empirical literature related to earlier research in the field of the study or similar field,
methodological literature as well as theoretical and empirical literature in order to
contextualize, compare, and generalize the findings. As qualitative research aims to study
participants’ meanings and the relationships between them, a variety of data collection
techniques and analytical procedures can be applied in the attempts of developing a
conceptual framework and theoretical contribution. Therefore, both primary and secondary
data was collected in this. The use of more than one data collection method is often referred
to as multi-method qualitative study. (Saunders et al. 2015). Data collection and analysis
methods used in this study will be explained in greater detail later on.
Following the data analysis, the findings are connected to the theoretical framework. Two
contrasting approaches to theory development and reasoning are often portrayed: inductive
and deductive approach. According to Saunders et al. (2015), deductive approach is adopted
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in studies that aim to test a specific theory, while inductive approach starts by collecting data
and aims to generate theory from the data. A third approach, abductive approach, is the
combination of these two, and suitable for situations where there is existing research in one
context but far less in the context of interest. Therefore, the setting of this study argues on
behalf of abductive reasoning, as digital platforms are a much researched topic in general, yet
less studied within the context of postal and delivery industry, Finland and generation Z.
Abductive approach also allows the researcher to move back and forth between theory and
data. For this study this meant that the initial interview questions were modified according to
themes that arose from the pilot interview, as well as based on expert advice from the
company. (Saunders et al. 2015).

3.1.1 Research strategy
As for the research strategy, this study was conducted as a case study. A case study is an indepth inquiry into a topic or phenomenon within its real-life setting (Yin 2014). In this case
study, generation Z and their communication needs and expectations were studied partially
from the perspective of PostNord Ab. Additionally, due to the interests of PostNord, Finland
was chosen as the context for the empirical phase. Thus, a group of generation Z
representatives were the case and PostNord Ab the setting within which the findings and their
possible implications are analysed. According to Yin (2014), case studies are often used
when the boundaries between the phenomenon being studied and the context within which it
is being studied are not always apparent. Therefore, it is fundamental to case study research
to understand the context within which it is carried out (Saunders et al. 2015).

3.1.2 Sampling
The sampling of this study was done by using self-selection sampling in the chosen context
of Finland. Self-selection is a common sampling technique where the study participants self
identify their desire to take part in the research after seeing a study advertisement (Saunders
et al. 2015). On the other hand, one could argue that also snowball sampling was applied,
since the initial study participants identified further interviewees by themselves. The study
advertisement was spread through word-of-mouth and social media platforms Facebook and
Instagram.
The final sample resulted in 12 generation Z representatives, born between 1995 and 2001
and currently living in Finland. One of the interviewees was born in 1995, one in 1996, six in
1997, one in 1999, two in 2000 and one in 2001. There were no other criteria for participation
except age and current country of residence.
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3.2 Data collection methods
This study combines both primary and secondary data. Primary data was collected
conducting semi-structured interviews with generation Z and a mirroring feedback workshop
with PostNord employees. Secondary data was collected from existing literature, various
online sources as well as documents and data provided by PostNord.

3.2.1 Semi-structured interviews
Semi-structured interview is a qualitative, non-standardised research method, where the
interview guide includes a list of themes and key questions, but their use in each interview
might vary depending on situational factors (Saunders et al. 2015). It gives the researcher the
freedom to vary the order of questions, follow the natural conversation flow and ask
additional follow-up questions. The interview themes can be derived from literature, theories,
researchers experience, discussions with co-workers, fellow students and research
participants – or a combination of all these. Semi-structured interview is a good
methodological fit when aiming to understand the participants’ reasoning, attitudes and
opinions in a detailed and profound way. (Saunders et al. 2015).
A total of 12 face-to-face semi-structured interviews were carried out in April 2018 in
Finland, Tampere and Helsinki. Out of the 12 interviews, seven were one-to-one interviews
and two of them were group interviews with 2-3 participants. Each interview lasted
approximately 45 minutes and they were recorded for transcribing purposes, allowing the
interviewer to be more attentive. A pilot interview was conducted prior to the final interviews
in the attempts of testing and developing the interview questions and structure further. The
interview guide was written in Finnish and English and structured according to five themes
and seven clusters of societal sectors, which were determined beforehand by the researcher.
The interview questions within each theme were open-ended, thus they enabled freedom to
modify the conversation according to each interviewees’ personal experiences.
In the beginning of each interview the author presented the interviewees seven clusters of
sectors within society: school, bank, healthcare, government authorities, service providers, ecommerce and free time. These clusters were formed with the aim of understanding the
communication needs of generation Z in multiple contexts, and they were based on the same
clusters as used in a survey conducted by HiQ. The participants were asked to prioritize the
set of clusters on four dimensions: the frequency of the communication, the importance of the
communication, the convenience of the communication and the perceived data privacy of the
communication. Privacy in this context refers to both data security and privacy on a more
individual and personal level. Finally, the fifth general theme of managing one’s personal
communication was discussed.
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3.2.2 Feedback workshop
In order for the author to get initial feedback from the industry experts and guide the direction
of the thesis, a workshop was organized with relevant PostNord employees. The workshop
participants worked with digital product development and innovation within the company.
The preliminary findings of the empirical phase were presented in this workshop, enabling
the participants to discuss, express their opinions and expand the author’s understanding
about the topic form the industry perspective.

3.2.3 Secondary data
Secondary data is often obtained to complement the primary data and partially answer the
research questions. It refers to both raw data and published summaries, that were initially
collected for some other purpose than the research in question (Saunders et al. 2015). For this
study, scientific literature, documents, government publications, company reports and articles
were researched online as secondary data. In addition, this study utilizes a survey conducted
by a consultancy company HiQ in Sweden in December 2017. The researcher was given
access to this raw data and its compiled findings by PostNord. Although large secondary data
sets are often used for comparison, in this thesis the survey results are seen rather as
complementary and providing the necessary basis for the study.

3.3 Data analysis method
The generated data was first structured according to the predetermined themes and contexts
derived from the interview guide, as shown in chapter 4. After this initial categorization, the
data was further analysed using an applied thematic data analysis method. These findings are
presented in chapter 5.

3.3.1 Thematic Analysis
Thematic analysis is a widely used method in qualitative research. It is a method for
identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns (themes) within data, aiming to organise and
describe the data set in rich detail (Braun & Clarke 2006). Unlike some other qualitative
methods, such as grounded theory or narrative analysis, thematic analysis does not need to be
anchored in theory. Braun and Clarke (2006) conclude that due to the theoretical freedom of
thematic analysis, it provides a flexible research tool, potentially providing rich, yet complex,
accounts of data. However, one must note that the lack of strict theoretical constraints means
even more emphasis should be placed on clarity and practice around the analysis process
itself. Therefore, in this study, the data analysis process was executed systematically by
following a step-by-step guide developed by Braun and Clarke (2006).
Thematic analysis is compatible with both inductive and deductive research approaches.
When using a combination of these approaches, thematic analysis can be implemented by
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using theoretically-derived themes that are modified and added to while exploring the data set
(Saunders et al. 2015). As this study follows an abductive approach, thematic analysis was
applied by deriving themes from the data but also forming initial themes linked to existing
theories and expert discussions. Another key decision regarding the approach to thematic
analysis concerns semantic (explicit) and latent (interpretative) themes. In this study, the data
was analysed looking for semantic and latent themes – going beyond the surface and
identifying also underlying ideas, assumptions and conceptualisations (Braun & Clarke
2006).
Braun and Clarke’s (2006, p. 16-24) thematic analysis consists of six phases: 1) familiarizing
yourself with the data, 2) generating initial codes, 3) searching for themes, 4) reviewing
themes, 5) defining and naming themes and 6) producing the report. These phases are
explained in further detail below. A qualitative data analysis software MAXQDA was used to
execute this process.
Phase 1: Familiarizing yourself with the data
The aim of the first phase was to reach immersion through repeated reading of the data,
searching for meanings and patterns before starting to actually code. This phase meant going
through both the secondary data from the survey on the Swedish market as well as the
interview data collected from the Finnish market. Due to the abductive research approach, the
survey data familiarization was done a priori to conducting the semi-structured interviews,
hence the process was not linear. Part of the first phase and data familiarization was
transcribing.
Phase 2: Generating initial codes
After having generated an initial understanding about the data, the initial codes were
produced. Boyatzis (1998) sees the coding process as recognizing an important moment and
encoding it (seeing it as something) before the process of interpretation. This happened
through identifying features of the data (semantic or latent) that appeared interesting, and
organising this data into meaningful groups. However, coded data is not to be mixed with
themes, which are more interpretative and developed in the next phase.
Phase 3: searching for themes
After the initial coding of the data set, the identified codes were sorted into broader themes.
Furthermore, this was the phase where the codes were analysed and interpreted by the
researcher in order to combine and cluster them. According to Braun and Clarke (2006),
searching for themes and sub-themes means finding relationships between codes, themes and
different levels of themes, and creating a thematic map of these.
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Phase 4: reviewing themes
In the fourth phase the set of initial themes was refined. Braun & Clarke state that this phase
involves two levels of reviewing the themes: first at the level of coded data extracts and then
in relation to the entire data set. This meant that the all the sorted extracts were read through
and their coherence as a pattern was considered. After that, the validity of individual themes
in relation to the data set was reflected upon. In addition, the accuracy of the potential
thematic map and its ability to reflect the meanings in the data set as a whole was considered.
Phase 5: defining and naming themes
In phase 5 the thematic map was finalized by defining and refining the themes and data
within them. According to Braun and Clarke (2006, p. 22), this phase is about “identifying
the essence of what each theme is about (as well as the themes overall), and determining
what aspect of the data each theme captures”.
Phase 6: producing the report
The task of phase 6 is to transform the data and themes into a concise, coherent, logical, and
interesting story, which creates connections within and across themes. As the story needs to
provide sufficient evidence of the themes within the data through demonstrative data extracts,
the next chapter of findings includes a rich set of vivid quotes from the interviews.

Figure 2. A thematic data analysis process based on Braun and Clarke’s guide (2006).

3.4 Reliability and validity
Reliability and validity are important factors related to research quality. Although more often
used especially in quantitative research, they can be applied to qualitative research as well. In
short, reliability means the replication and consistency of a study, while validity refers to the
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accuracy of measures and analysis and the generalizability of the findings (Saunders et al.
2015).
Conducting semi-structured interviews typically includes a potential risk of interviewer,
interviewee or response bias, which can lead to a concern about the reliability of the study.
Considering the often intrusive nature of semi-structured interviews, the relatively young
target group of this study and themes that the interviewees were completely or partially
unfamiliar with, there is a bias risk of interviewees providing socially desirable answers.
(Saunders et al. 2015). To ensure the data quality of this study, special attention was paid into
establishing trust and an open communication atmosphere between the interviewer and
interviewees prior to the interview. In addition, the chosen categories and different types of
communication channels were discussed with the interviewees in order to ensure they had a
necessary level of understanding.
Another common concern in qualitative research interviews is related to the generalisability
of the findings. Although the findings of this study are not generalizable as such, they provide
a useful snapshot into the thinking and experiences of a specific group of people within the
generation Z. A qualitative study like this should be seen as beneficial when exploring,
explaining and providing insights into a phenomenon, which then can be used to generate
theory (Saunders et al. 2015). Even though the findings are not generalizable, they are still
transferable to another setting. In addition, the findings are not directly comparable but rather
complementary to the data collected on the Swedish market in 2017.
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4 Results
This chapter presents the findings of the empirical phase of this study. The results are
structured according to the five themes used in the interview guide. The different clusters are
presented as subheadings within each theme. Content-wise the cluster of ‘free time’ was
eventually merged with the cluster of ‘service providers’ due to blurred category lines.
During the interview, the participants were presented seven clusters of societal sectors:
school, bank, healthcare, governmental authorities, service providers, e-commerce and free
time. The participants were asked to prioritize these clusters on four dimensions: the
frequency of the communication, the importance of the communication, the convenience of
the communication and the perceived data privacy of the communication. Communication
was broadly defined as any interaction with the sector. The participants ranked these clusters
on a scale from 1 to 7 based on their own experiences and perceptions. After each
prioritization task the choices were discussed in more detail according to the prepared
interview guide. It is also noteworthy, that although the prioritizations are visualized as bar
charts, the purpose is not to emphasize the quantitative but the qualitative differences.

Figure 3. Communication with different sectors in a society prioritized on four dimensions:
frequency of the communication, importance of the communication, convenience of the
communication and the importance of privacy in the communication.
Digital channels were understood as any channels that companies provide on their digital
platforms, such as private messaging (login mode), instant messaging, customer contact
forms and email. Physical channels refers to traditional paper mail. Face-to-face and mobile
calls are mentioned as such.
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4.1 Frequency

Figure 4. The seven clusters ranked based on the perceived frequency of the communication.
School
9 out of 12 participants prioritized school as the cluster they have the most frequent
communication with. Much of the communication was described as weekly or daily one-way
information push from the school, where the student is a passive information receiver. Yet
two-way communication was also considered to be weekly, although more dependent on
situational factors. Two primary communication channels were used for communication with
school: a digital platform called “Wilma” and email.
Those who were in high school (born after 1999) communicated with their school through a
digital Wilma platform, available both in browser and as a mobile application. Especially the
mobile application was used frequently for messaging directly with teachers. The platform
connects school staff, parents and the students, while the parents’ of children under 18 have
the right to use their children's’ account.
Email was the main communication channel for those studying in a university (born before
1998). Much of the emails were messages of messages, as the message was originally sent
through a respective university platform, student portal or learning platform, and
automatically forwarded to the email. This was experienced as a positive thing, since the
participants preferred getting all university-related communication centralized to one place.
On the other hand, the email flow was also described as overwhelming, as irrelevant
messages like event invites or job ads cluttered the relevant information.
“Studying in a cross-university program means two different university intranet systems and
emails, plus all kinds of exam registration and learning platforms on top of those. There is
quite a lot of communication on a daily basis.” – F1997
E-commerce
Communication with e-commerce was ranked the second most frequent on average. This
included all e-commerce related activities from pre-order glancing to post-order tracking and
reclamations. The mentioned factors affecting the frequency were newsletters and offers in
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email, one’s financial situation, necessary transportation tickets, trust in e-commerce and
individual preferences for brick-and-mortar stores. Weekly or monthly purchases would
typically mean bus, plane or train tickets, whereas bigger purchases varied from few times a
year to a weekly frequency. Phone calls were not considered a preferred channel if any issues
would arise. Websites, apps and social media channels were mentioned as the information
source for passive inspiration seeking on a daily basis.
”I have ordered everything online since I was 13. I am used to e-commerce working well and
I don’t have any trust issues with them.” – M1997
Bank
The majority of the participants prioritized bank as the third or fourth most frequent cluster
they have communication with on a monthly basis. The mentioned type of communication
was mainly customer releases or account information once or twice a month. Checking
account balance was considered to happen on a daily basis, and one participant also
mentioned micro transactions. Communication with bank was described mainly as a one-way
information push, and mutual interaction was mentioned mainly if any issues should arise.
“I tend to read all customer releases from my bank, but I rarely have anything to ask them, as
I have no loans or equivalent. I read the customer releases a few times a month with my
mobile app as I log in and notice there’s a message notification.” – M2000
“I can’t imagine messaging anyone at my bank unless I want to apply for a credit card. If
something is not working I go to their office or then I book a time through a message or by
calling them. Maybe calling more likely. Quite rarely I call anyone, but if it is an urgent
matter, then I will.” – M1999
Service providers
The majority of the participants ranked service providers either the least frequent or second
least frequent cluster. However, the interpretations about which sectors to include in this
category varied among participants, thus the prioritizations also varied to a great extent. One
participant included all daily communication with grocery stores and transportation services
to this category, thus making it the most frequent cluster to have communication with, while
others placed only electricity providers and telecommunication providers to this cluster,
making it the least significant cluster to them.
The frequency of the communication was strongly dependent on different types of existing
infrastructures, which varied among the participants. Some had their parents pay their phone
bills, which is why they did not have first hand experience of teleoperators. Others had
electricity, water and internet included in their rent or their partner took care of these things,
thus again, they did not have to communicate with the service providers directly themselves.
Much of the necessary communication or potential touch points were automated, such as
through e-invoices. A few mentioned having one day a month when they took the time of
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paying invoices and take care of other official matters, being at home and using the available
online services.
“Insurance invoice goes automatically from my bank account, I have never heard anything
about them. Phone bill I pay through the e-service of my teleoperator, that is not an einvoice. Sometimes I have to pay two invoices in a row since I tend to forget to pay bills on
time. I don’t get a notification of invoices, the reminders go to my mom’s for some reason
even though I live alone.” – F1997
Healthcare
The frequency of communication with healthcare was prioritized fairly low by all
participants, most often to seventh, sixth or fifth place. Mentioned types of communication
were occasional time booking, renewing recipes or applying sick leave from work.
Communication with healthcare was seen mainly as a one-way information push. Being a
passive receiver was considered inconvenient and undesirable, as there is at the moment no
easy way to respond effortlessly to paper letters. Therefore, lower threshold for digital
channels were brought up as a solution for two-way communication and thus also more
frequent communication.
“An app would be really good, where you could receive centralized all messages from
healthcare and also see message history. Preferably you could also send a message back,
since at the moment the letters rarely provide a possibility to easily contact someone in
matters that are perhaps not life-threatening but anyway would like to discuss.” – F2000
Governmental authorities
Communication with the governmental authorities was ranked as the least frequent. When the
communication did appear, however, it often required a reaction, hence it was two-way. The
frequency was strongly dependent on situational factors, i.e. tied to the start of a new
academic year (student allowance) or when starting in a new job (tax authorities).
Governmental authorities also used physical mail frequently.
A great majority said that they communicate with governmental authorities through a
respective e-service, often at home and using a computer, since those matters need to be
taken care of “under good consideration”. This was clarified with the argument that
messaging with governmental authorities often equals a lot of research and writing long
messages, where computer is more convenient than the small screen of a mobile phone. In
addition, ‘Kela’ (The Social Insurance Institution) does not have a mobile app, thus their eservice and phone service are the only channels available. The respondents indicated a need
for better digital channels.
“I wish there was an easy mobile application where you could send questions and
communicate directly with someone, and there would also be information available about
their services.” – F2000
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The message of a message phenomenon was also brought up in the context of governmental
authorities. Whenever a message would appear in the e-service, the system sends out a
notification about the message either by email or text message, based on the chosen
preference. This was considered inconvenient, as the notification would still not include the
message content itself.
“It would be so nice if the first message would have the answer and I wouldn’t need to go
again to the website and login to read the message. On the other hand, at least you get a
reminder and don’t have to keep checking the e-service for messages.” – F1995

4.2 Importance

Figure 5. The seven clusters ranked based on the perceived importance of the
communication.
School
5 out of 12 participants prioritized communication with school the most important in their
lives at the moment, primarily because missing a deadline or an assignment would cause
extra trouble for studies. Since study-related messages were perceived as important, all
participants said to have notifications on in their respective school related mobile apps. That
way the message could be glanced when it arrived and replied depending on the importance
of the message.
“I have notifications on from new releases and Wilma messages and I react quite fast to
them. At least I always check who the sender is and if it seems important, I read the message
right away. Usually I notice new messages within one hour.” – M2000
Healthcare
8 out of 12 participants ranked healthcare on their top three regarding the importance of the
communication. The mentioned factors affecting the importance were the crucial nature of
the information and urgency of communication, as missing a message could mean missing an
appointment.
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“It [healthcare] has a big impact on my life, if I compare to e-commerce or free time for
example – it’s not that crucial if the information doesn’t come through.” – F2001
Governmental authorities
Every interviewee prioritized governmental authorities in their top three regarding the
importance of the communication. The mentioned factors affecting the importance were the
fear of missing relevant information, fear of not understanding the required actions and the
dependency ratio to financial benefits.
“If you don’t answer in the correct way and within the given time frame you might lose some
benefits. That is why I consider the communication very important.” – F2000
Bank
A great majority of the participants, 6 out of 12, ranked bank on the fourth place regarding
the importance of the communication. Communication with bank and staying on top of bankrelated matters was seen as a necessity that one can not self decide upon. On the other hand,
many of the participants indicated that they are more passive information receivers as long as
everything was working. Bank-related matters were also described as stable and for that
reason communication with bank was seen generally less important than school or healthcare.
“Bank has my money and my life depends on it. With service providers I can choose if I want
to be in contact with them, but with bank I just have to be.” – F1997
E-commerce
E-commerce communication was prioritized relatively low on importance, only service
providers and free time being ranked less important. The mentioned factors affecting the
importance of communication with e-commerce were its role as a value-adding entertainment
activity, yet on the other hand as a necessity for transportation tickets. The importance was
also dependent on the type of communication, as mass newsletters were seen less important
than targeted discounts and promotions.
“Sometimes there are good offers or discounts codes that I utilize. It’s like putting money in a
bank. Recommendations based on previous purchases are not interesting because I know
what I want. Secret sales are probably useful but I rarely utilize them.” – F1997
Service providers
Communication with service providers was considered the least important of all seven
clusters on average. The only factor increasing the importance of service provider
communication was in the case of internet connection problems. That was mentioned by two
of the participants as a valid reason to contact teleoperators, and especially through a chat or
a phone call.
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“I would contact service providers by email unless it’s a teleoperator and my internet is not
working. Then I would perhaps chat or just call them. Email is too slow and I rarely get an
answer.” – M2000

4.3 Convenience

Figure 6. The seven clusters ranked based on the perceived convenience of the
communication.
School
7 out of 12 ranked communication with school the most convenient. The factors affecting the
convenience were fast response from the teachers, centralized communication to one
platform, familiar and competent staff, simplicity of the mobile application and being
effortlessly informed due to notifications. The interviews indicated that the choice of device
was contextual. Course changes or exam registrations were preferred to do using a computer
and browser to get a better overlook of things, whereas messaging with teachers was
preferred through a mobile application. Phone calls were not preferred as a channel, since the
digital channels worked faster.
“I think the mobile app (Wilma) is the best channel to communicate with my school. My
messages reach the teachers immediately and all messaging comes to one place. Previously
when we used email it could take a week before you got an answer as it was probably lost in
the message flow. Also, with an app I don’t have to search for email addresses or log in
because it is always open.” – F2000
While the participants expected fast responses from school, especially the participants in high
school (born after 1999) described also themselves as fast respondents. The mobile
application was paralleled with other social media platforms.
“It works like any other social media – you answer as soon as you get it. Nowadays when
media and your phone is always somewhere close, you tend to react as soon as possible.” –
F2001
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The familiarity and competence of the staff were mentioned as factors affecting the
convenience of the communication. Knowing the teachers or professors personally, or
knowing where they had offices, affected the perceived competence and experienced
convenience of digital communication channels.
“[What factors affect the convenience of communication?] Response speed, clarity, the fact
that the respondent knows what she/he is talking about and can actually help me. I usually
know who I have to contact, where these people are sitting etc. For example, with my thesis
they have been very helpful since they have seen all problems before.” – Female 1996
E-commerce
E-commerce was prioritized the second most convenient regarding communication.
Mentioned factors affecting the convenience were not having to call e-commerce, the
response from customer servant is fast and competent, and that they speak the right language.
Webpage layout was also mentioned to have a positive impact on convenience if it is clear,
simple, efficient to use and mobile optimized.
“Contacting gyms or swimming halls just requires a greater effort than e-commerce, as I
most likely would have to call or visit them in place. It kind of requires a physical effort to
have some interaction, you have to be there and create an actual relationship to them before
there is any communication between you two. Whereas e-commerce just recognizes you by
algorithms and has made it so smooth – even too smooth when you think about the
advertisements.” – F1995
The e-commerce customer chat functions were mainly seen as convenient and helpful as
“there is a clear continuum” and they are fast in getting information about available sizes.
However, there were differences in attitudes towards AI chatbots.
“At my workplace [fashion retailer], if no one from the staff answers the customer in the chat
within 20 minutes, the chatbot sends out an automatic answer, which is often not even proper
Finnish. The answers can be sometimes really bad from our perspective, I think it’s a
completely ridiculous system. I think it’s fine if it develops so much that the customer can’t
tell the difference between an AI an a real human being. Although, I would be myself so
pissed if I noticed that they don’t even bother to answer to me on behalf of the real staff.” –
F1995
Experiences of convenience regarding reclamations and return process varied between very
positive and smooth to inconvenient and difficult. Convenience of processes affected also the
trustworthiness of an e-commerce operator, thus also likelihood of ordering more frequently.
Greatest difference on convenience was between Asos and Zalando, as the experiences of
Asos were more negative.
“I have heard so many catastrophic stories of orders where your package is lost, you don’t
get your money back or the order has arrived broken. After these stories I don’t dare to order
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much, especially from abroad, except from Zalando. I trust them a lot because they take the
payment on invoice, your money doesn’t disappear and I can pay the invoice whenever.
There’s no shipping fees and the returning is easy.” – F1997
“The fact that you can just tape it, it has all the codes ready, you only need to drop it in the
box and they take it without any questions. If you order clothes for 200 euros, I don’t trust
others than Nike official or Zalando. In comparison to Asos, I don’t trust everything goes
well, you don’t even get your money back when you return something, only an equivalent
amount of value to your Asos account.” – M1997
If the return process was seen to require too much effort, one was ready to rather lose money
than go through with it.
“I ordered items from China, the delivery took 30 days and one of the items had the wrong
size, but I couldn’t bother to go through with the return process. Instead I’ve got a too small
jacket now, but it cost only 40 euros so I don’t consider returning is worth the hassle.” –
M1997
The choice of devices and channels varied depending on the type of purchase and the urgency
of the purchase. Most popular channels to contact e-commerce were email, customer support
“contact us” forms or a chat function. An essential factor was that even if you contact an ecommerce through the online form, you get the reply to your email and not to the respective
e-service. Nobody expressed a willingness to call any e-commerce operator, even in case of
reclamation or other issues.
“Sometimes abroad with train transportation companies you have to call them if you want to
do something and that was incredibly terrible. To be honest, I would never call any ecommerce or service.” – M1997
Mobile applications were used mainly for purchasing necessary transportation tickets on-thego, while browser and computer were preferred for bigger purchases that require more
consideration. The mobile app preference was strongly linked to frequency, since rarely used
apps would unnecessary space in the mobile. A few respondents also mentioned social media
as the communication channel to reach out, for example by messaging through a Facebook
chat if they happened to be on the Facebook page anyway.
Bank
The convenience of communication with bank was ranked on fourth or fifth place. Mentioned
factors affecting the convenience were trust in banks, unfamiliarity with bank matters,
available phone services but also long phone queues, and in some cases the availability of
physical bank offices.
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“Of course it is more effortless if I have done it before. I can be sure that this is how it was
done last time as well. If I would have to contact a bank I will have to think twice how to do
it, compared to school for example.” – M1999
The channels and devices affected the experienced level of convenience. Bank was among
the few sectors that send out physical letters, which was considered a negative factor that the
respondents had tried to solve. Internet bank was considered convenient for paying bills and
making bigger transfers, while mobile bank app was convenient for checking account balance
and reading customer releases at any place with a low threshold. In case any issues would
occur, however, phone calls arose above all digital channels, such as private messaging (login
mode) or internet bank customer chat function (instant messaging). Approximately half of the
participants had tried their bank’s customer chat function while other half had never tried it as
they did not feel they had needed it. Furthermore, the value of face-to-face customer
experience increased when talking about more significant events with one’s bank.
”[...] On the other hand, I also prefer meeting my bank face-to-face as I think the customer
experience is best. If we are talking about the amount of euros then the quality of personal
customer service is highlighted, whereas if talking about the amount of micro transactions I
prefer the digital channels like customer chats.” – M1997
Another factor affecting the convenience related to the trustworthiness of the bank. One
participant had faced problems with her bank that were rather difficult to solve. However, the
fact that she knew she could trust that her problems would be taken seriously by the bank
eventually made her rank bank high in convenience despite the experienced communication
issues.
“I ranked bank second in convenience, since the only problem I’ve ever had with them was
some issue related to mistake in my contact information. I called them and it was a huge
hassle, the lady did not understand at all what was going on and the situation was absurd.
However, other than that I have always could trust them as they take my concerns seriously
and fix problems when they occur. The new bank app has also been super convenient and I
use it a lot.” – F1997
Healthcare
Majority placed healthcare communication below fourth place on convenience. The
mentioned factors affecting the convenience were being bounced around in multiple channels
(phone and online), not calling back from callback service, poorly functioning e-services and
long phone queues. Healthcare was also among the few mentioned actors together with
governmental authorities and banks that send paper mail. This was perceived as a negative
thing, since delays in physical mail caused missing important information.
“I have bad experiences with Posti that the paper letters have been delayed and my doctor’s
appointment would have been the previous day. Would be nice to receive them digitally
instead and have the information always available.” – F2001
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Phone calls were the preferred channel to contact healthcare, as one can get real time advice
and get things done faster. At the same time phone calls were experienced inconvenient due
to the long queuing times, during which one might lose focus. Furthermore, a chat function
was mentioned in connection to being able to better formulate oneself.
“By phone call I can go through the situation in real time – what if I don’t even need a doctor
but a physiotherapist instead. If I would send an email it would take time and result in more
overall hassle. On the other hand, maybe chat would be easier than phone call as you can
formulate yourself better in text. It can also be difficult to focus over the phone if you have an
important issue but you have been waiting in queue for 10 minutes.” – M2000
The digital communication channels of healthcare were described as bad by many of the
participants. They were seen more as a complementary service to phone calls, as one could
not take care of everything only through one digital channel, such as online booking or eservice. They were also perceived as unclear and slow in getting one’s matter taken care of.
“I’m aware that healthcare institutions have e-services, but in my opinion they function
pretty poorly. You need to register and be over 18, and not everyone can use them. Compared
to e-commerce, for example. Well, sure you can’t buy anything without bank ID there either,
but they [e-commerce] are anyway more clear and you get what you want – way faster.” –
F2001
“First you need to log in with bank identification in order to book a time. The system is super
bad, you are supposed to choose a specific doctor, but they are all always fully booked. Then
you send a private message, which goes to some secretary who then maybe answers you. I
just prefer calling, it is an important feature for me.” – F1997
Service providers
Service providers were ranked low on convenience, only governmental authorities being less
convenient. Mentioned factors affecting the experienced inconvenience were the speed of
response, bad experiences with customer service and unfamiliarity with service providers.
“I might be a bit unfamiliar with these things. It also feels like the customer service is not
very pleased with my phone calls, which shows in the answer as well.” – F1996
The range of channels and devices used in the context of service provider communication
was wide. Text messages were mentioned as a convenient channel to passively receive
essential information from service providers. Phone calls were seen both as a positive and
negative channel, as some felt they got more personal service through a phone call, while
others did not like talking over phone. Sales calls from service operators were mentioned
consistently as a negative thing.
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”I prefer phone calls! I don’t like telemarketers but I like talking on the phone – it feels more
personal and that they are really interested about my things.” – F1997
One interviewee ranked service providers the least convenient when it comes to
communication. This choice was justified by the problems she had had with Viaplay, where
the experience of getting a response was described extremely difficult:
“We have had a lot of communication problems with Viaplay. I don’t remember the exact
reason, but we contacted them by email and nobody really answered. It just didn’t work at
all. I remember my dad being so mad every time he had tried to solve the issue with them by
calling and emailing.” – F1997
Governmental authorities
Governmental authorities cluster ranked the lowest of all clusters in convenience.
Communication with governmental authorities was described to be inconsistent, unclear,
slow, difficult, time-consuming and vague. Many of the participants felt uninformed and
confused about what actions are required from them.
“At least when it comes to Kela (The Social Insurance Institution), it is super difficult to find
out what documents you are supposed to submit and how much they affect to your benefits.
Once our housing benefit was taken away without any explanation, and when we asked we
still did not get any response. Their communication feels a bit vague – you just get a decision
with no explanation.” – F2000
Due to the lack of clarity, many of the participants mentioned double-checking important
matters through multiple channels. While they were filling out a form in the digital e-service
they would simultaneously call to the customer service in order to get help filling it in.
“Although I previously mentioned that Kela replied well to my messages, I’d like to add that
there is a huge effort in filling out the forms. You have no clue if you are doing it right, you
are completely lost with the calculators, and when you finally manage to send the form you
get a reply of needing 5 different attachments that all need to be found separately. Such a
huge effort for little money in a month. About taxation issues I know nothing.” – F1997
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4.4 Privacy

Figure 7. The seven clusters ranked based on the importance of privacy of the
communication.
General
When defining data security and privacy, most of the study participants defined it being the
assurance of one’s personal information not being spread to more than the two parties
involved in the interaction. On the other hand, a few participants also admitted that their
online behavior is not always in line with what they know in theory, but that they control the
issue by not giving away truly personal information when using sites that seem less secure.
Instead they had spam emails to be used at untrustworthy or undesired sites. In relation to
privacy awareness online, one participant mentioned having multiple social media accounts
for better separation of audiences and controlling privacy:
”I have three different Instagram users according to my definition of privacy, as I have
learned that you should only put stuff online that doesn’t embarrass you after 10 years. One
of my user accounts has 700 followers and I post less private photos, whereas other one only
has my friends as followers, and there I don’t have to think about what to post.” – F2001
Bank
Bank was prioritized in top three by all of the participants regarding the importance of data
security in the interaction. The mentioned factors affecting the privacy were money as an
everyday life necessity and money being considered as a very private topic. The participants
described being extra sensitive to suspicious events traced back to the concern of losing one’s
money. The same sense of urgency also connected to the choice of device and channels, as
face-to-face meeting and phone calls were preferred over digital channels (internet bank
private messages) in order to get a faster and more reliable response. The only skepticism
towards the trustworthiness of bank’s communication channels concerned the internet bank
messages and customer chat function, which for one of the participants seemed
untrustworthy.
“If there is something wrong I would feel safest talking face-to-face to bank so that they can
see me and perhaps better understand what I’m trying to say. Second best option would be
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calling. If I would have to try to solve something in the private messaging function of my
internet bank it just wouldn’t feel safe or smart. I don’t use customer chats either, as it feels
like there is some robot answering and it wouldn’t get it right anyway.” – F1997
Trust was a major theme discussed in the context of banks and privacy. A great majority had
general trust in banks as institutions, as the bank had showed good ability to solve privacy
sensitive issues such as bankcard skimming. The positive experiences of problem situations
had resulted in more trust in the institution. Some doubts, however, were presented in relation
to the security of bank identification services and mobile payment systems. Above all, phone
calls were seen as the most trustworthy to channel to solve any problems.
“For me bank identification feels safe and well functioning at least so far. I don’t have any
complaints. You can check account balance any time with the mobile app and it works fine. I
mean, you can also use mobile or text message identification, but I haven’t managed to trust
that enough for some reason.” – M1997
Healthcare
8 out of 12 ranked healthcare on top three regarding the importance of privacy in the
communication. Two participants ranked it on fifth place. Privacy was considered important
due to personal and sensitive information that others should not know about. Two
participants, however, did not consider privacy as an important factor in healthcare
communication as they did not have any sensitive information in their healthcare patient
records.
“I don’t have any personal information in healthcare yet, so it wouldn’t be the end of world
in case they leaked. That is why bank information is more crucial to me at the moment.” –
F2001
Others, on the other hand, appeared to be very concerned about data privacy and the handling
of personal data in the Finnish healthcare system.
“I think healthcare information is the most private information there is. I have heard how
people’s healthcare data has been handled in Finland and to me it sounds EXTREMELY
alarming.” – M1997
Governmental authorities
Governmental authorities were ranked equally important and for the same reasons as
healthcare regarding the importance of privacy in communication. Trust in the good level of
privacy in governmental communication was seen as a necessity for the institution’s
functioning.
“It’s a scary thought if I have to start doubting governmental institutions. I feel like I need to
be able to trust something, otherwise we won’t get anywhere. ” – F1997
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E-commerce
E-commerce was prioritized fourth after banks, healthcare and governmental authorities,
regarding the importance of privacy in the communication. The mentioned factors affecting
the perceived level of good data security were brand recognition and reputation, friends’ and
online recommendations, domestic over international brands, external appearance of website,
available company information, correct language and spelling, payment options, the
requested user information and protected connection when giving bank card information.
“I have been considering to start ordering from Wish as my little sister (born in 2000) has
used it for 2 months now. But I’m thinking of waiting another 6 months and if there still
hasn’t been any issues with bank stuff, then I might consider trusting it and trying it myself” –
F1997
Some mentioned the concerns for data security affected their choice of channels.
”I contact mostly through email and customer chats. I would place phone calls even before
Facebook chats. I don’t like the thought of being connected to something commercial in my
social media, as I consider Facebook more of a private platform.” – M1997
School & Service providers
School and service providers were ranked as the fifth and sixth clusters with regards to
privacy with no significant other arguments than what is already mentioned in the context of
other sectors. In relation to applying for work, however, one participant mentioned having
interrupted the application process due to data privacy concerns.
“I was about to send a summer job application, when they asked if they could use all my
information for something. I decided not to sent it after all.” – F2001

4.5 Managing personal communication
The theme of managing one’s personal communication included current behavior regarding
the management of one’s both physical and digital communication flow, and storing of
important documents and receipts.
Various coping strategies were used to stay on top of daily communication flow. First of all,
physical mail played only a very little role in Gen Z’s life, as they don’t receive much of it. If
physical mail did occur, such as invoices, it was left “somewhere visible” or taken care of
immediately. Email communication flow, in turn, was managed by marking relevant
messages with stars or leaving them as unread. Email’s own categorizing function was
mentioned by two of the respondents as a useful tool for keeping track of different types of
messages, like ads or promotions, while others did not see any value in that. All participants
mentioned having multiple email accounts as a strategy to separate important messages from
spam and advertisements. The interaction with especially e-commerce operators was
perceived typically pretty overwhelming due to more one-sided recipient role, with a few
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exceptions of heavy online shoppers who enjoyed the advertisements and newsletters.
Promotional materials and messages were either ignored or immediately deleted, unless they
were from a relevant brand and provided value, such as related to studies (books). In mobile
applications notifications were typically on at the most frequently used applications, mostly
email. The amount of user credentials to different services was typically estimated to be
somewhere between 20 and 50. Remembering these credentials was not seen as an issue due
to the message of a message effect and receiving communication eventually on one platform,
bank ID or the easy possibility to reset one’s password.
Physical archive solutions
All participants had their important documents (certificates, diplomas, guarantees etc.) stored
in a physical folder at their homes. This solution was considered safe and trustworthy, as all
documents are at one place, and there is no fear of sensitive data being leaked. In contrast, a
few incidents were mentioned were a certificate was nowhere to be found when there was a
need for it. Neither digital nor physical receipts were not considered as actual communication
or interaction, and physical receipts were not perceived as a problem even in the case of
guarantee receipts. The participated trusted that the problem could be solved otherwise even
if the product guarantee receipt would be lost. On the other hand, they also had not made that
many expensive purchases that would yield guarantee receipts.
Digital archive solutions
In addition to their physical storage solutions, some participants mentioned using cloud
services for document storage. However, there was inconsistency in how systematically these
services were used, as majority mentioned they saved important documents there only
occasionally. It was also indicated that the functioning logistics of these automatically
synchronized cloud services (iCloud) were not properly understood, as one had experiences
of accidentally deleting her entire photo library.
Digital mailbox solutions
As for the digital mailbox services Suomi.fi Web Service and Netposti, none of the
participants had ever used Suomi.fi Web Service. They had either never heard of it or they
did not perceive it as interesting or relevant for them. Netposti, in turn, was mentioned by
three of the participants, all of who had been users for 3-9 months. Two of the participants
used Netposti for receiving paychecks, and one used it for paying invoices.
“It [Netposti] is convenient since it enables me to pay invoices when I’m in a bus since I have
the code in my phone. It has helped me with debt collection letters since I used to receive
them a lot, as I often forget to pay my bills. I started using Netposti for that reason – being
able to pay my bills whenever, and also the fact that I can direct my mail where I like, which I
think is convenient.” – M1997
On the other hand, one participant also self requested a digital mailbox-like mobile
application for managing communication with different institutions.
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“I would like a mobile application with one folder for certificates, one folder for electronic
hygiene pass since I’ve lost it and would need it for my summer job, one feature for
communication with Kela [the Social Insurance Institution of Finland] and info about their
services. It could also aggregate all official messages from governmental institutions or
healthcare. Essential is that you could answer back in a chat, and you wouldn’t receive paper
letters one week after your appointment anymore.” – F2001
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5 Analysis and discussion
This chapter presents the findings after applying thematic analysis, and discusses the findings
in relation to existing research. After presenting the results according to the four
prioritizations in chapter 4, here the data was further analysed and reorganized into three
overarching themes and six sub-themes. Findings about different channels and devices are
grouped under communication technologies, themes related to the information exchange
process are grouped under process and the attributes related to the importance of the message
were grouped under content.

5.1 Communication technologies
The participants in this study had very individual and situational needs regarding the different
communication technologies. The device choice was fairly simple and unified among the
participants, computers being reserved for more complex matters and mobiles for all daily
interaction regardless of time and space. While physical mail was almost completely ignored
as a communication channel, a better range and consistency of digital channels – e-services,
customer chats, private messaging, customer contact forms – was requested. Especially in the
context of healthcare and government authorities, the available digital channels were not
sufficient enough.
In the context of school, technology, process and content merged into an optimal and positive
experience: easily accessible mobile application enabled instant and frequent messaging with
competent experts (teachers), whose messages were both important and relevant for the
receiver. In contrast, in the context of governmental authorities, the communication was
relatively rare yet content-wise highly important, but the available channels did not result in a
convenient process: one had to use multiple technologies, such as phone calls and private
messaging, to get one’s matter taken care of. In other cases the digital technologies, such as
private messaging or customer chats in e-services, were complemented with occasional phone
calls or face-to-face meetings because it was simply the preferred option. These findings are
consistent with what Vermeulen (2017) stresses regarding the complementary aspects of
digital disruption, as the digital communication channels have not made the physical ones
obsolete, but rather added a new factor to the mix of various elements.

5.1.1 Centralization
With the aim of identifying further needs regarding technology, an essential theme related to
receiving and managing communication on one platform instead of many. This often meant
receiving redirected messages from other platforms to email but also to the respective
platforms of each sector, such as school, government or healthcare. Regardless of the device
(mobile/desktop), the attributes of a “clear continuum” (message history) and “all in one
platform” (application) were considered as important factors. The message of a message
phenomenon was not seen as an issue as long as the information eventually ended up in one
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platform. Although, critique towards the accessibility of the content was proposed, as in the
case of governmental authorities, healthcare and banks, the requirement for login to observe
the content was considered as a weakening factor in the experience. Email was often
suggested as the preferred platform to receive even sensitive information to, and also falsely
used to refer to any kind of digital communication and messaging. The data privacy concerns
of receiving sensitive information in one’s email were not recognized or taken further in the
discussion by the participants.
Despite the preference for having all communication on one platform, a great majority of the
participants had not seen the value of adopting digital mailboxes developed specifically for
the purpose of getting one’s communication through one platform, such as Netposti or
Suomi.fi. Netposti was slightly more recognized than Suomi.fi, three participants having
personal experiences of it. The reasons behind the low adoption rates are many. First,
majority had not heard about these digital services, which indicates that the marketing of
these services has more or less failed or is not being targeted to this specific cohort. Second,
this indicates that either the currently available solutions for managing one’s message flow,
e.g. email, provide enough value as they are now, or that the solutions currently available on
the market do not meet the needs of this demographic cohort. Moreover, these platforms
might suffer from the chicken-and-egg problem, where the platforms do not include enough
companies that would be relevant for the consumers, thus there is no possibility for network
effects (Tiwana 2014). This can be the case especially for Suomi.fi, which at the moment of
the study did not include any private sector companies, but only public authorities, which
Gen Z does not interact with frequently.

5.1.2 Self-consciousness
Another rather significant theme related to the preference for certain channels over others
was the concern about one’s self-representation. For some of the participants there was an
obvious discomfort in not being able to “get one’s thoughts together” when making a phone
call. Instead, they preferred written text because it allows better structuring of thoughts. This
finding connects to Gen Z’s cautiousness regarding their self-representation online, which
they strongly curate and tailor for different audiences (Wood 2013; Finch 2015).
Furthermore, Gen Z’s preference seems to be more towards asynchronous communication,
which gives the sender time to prepare a well-conceived message. At the same time,
however, the process needs to be instant, as the ones who did prefer phone calls wanted to
have a real-time conversation and get an immediate response.
“I don’t know if it’s just me, but it feels like in my cohort we want to take care of things
without having to call anywhere. When you have to call somewhere it feels like in that
moment you don’t get your thoughts in order as well as you would like to. I would prefer a
clear place for structuring written text or otherwise messaging, it’s way easier. You can be
easily misunderstood when calling, or you self misinterpret the conversation. Maybe it’s also
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the fact that I don’t call that much anymore, which causes also more fear towards it.” –
F2000

5.2 Process
As for the experienced convenience of the communication process with a specific sector, it
proved to be the result of an optimal interplay between many factors, including the context,
process, technologies and content. Interaction with school and e-commerce was perceived as
the most convenient while governmental authorities were ranked the lowest. From the
perspective of information exchange process, three primarily themes were identified to
influence the experienced convenience of the process: speed, dialogue and the human
element.

5.2.1 Speed
Regarding the communication process, the findings indicate that getting a fast response is
more or less a prerequisite for Gen Z. The expectation for speed is also independent of time
and place, as the interaction might take place at any time in school, home, work or in the
middle of a street. These expectations for speed are in line with what Addor (2011) calls Gen
Z’s readiness to access and multitask, with a sense of alacrity and tenacity. They expect quick
replies from others and they are also fast in their reactions themselves – mobile notifications
of new messages are noticed and usually also replied within one hour. If an email response
from an e-commerce takes more than three days, it is considered too slow and bad customer
service.

5.2.2 Dialogue
One of the most fundamental themes identified in the data was the need for true interaction,
hence a meaningful dialogue between the parties. Especially in the context of governmental
authorities and healthcare, the available channels did not enable a meaningful dialogue,
which overall resulted in worse customer experience. An example of this was receiving paper
letters, which did not allow any convenient way of having a dialogue. The lack of sufficient
two-way communication is nothing new though with public services, since previous studies
have identified a need for more proactive communication from Finnish authorities by
establishing real dialogue between citizens and authorities in order to build trust (Tirkkonen
& Luoma-aho 2010). Furthermore, Gen Z had clear expectations not only regarding the
technical aspect of being able to effortlessly reply to a message, but also regarding how
competent the other party is.
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5.2.3 The human element
The findings suggest that in certain situations Gen Z perceives the communication more
trustworthy and convenient with the factor of human element present. The theme of human
element was both a semantic as well as a latent theme in many answers. Within e.g. the
context of banks and healthcare face-to-face meetings or phone calls were considered better
than digital channels when taking care of significant or urgent matters. While choosing phone
calls in urgent situations related also to speed and getting an immediate answer, an
underlying latent theme of being able to talk with a real and competent person, often expert,
became evident. Governmental and healthcare institutions were sometimes described as
“faceless organizations”, implying that communication with them lacks a certain personal
feeling. There was clear confusion regarding whether the receiving end in these institutions is
even a real human being. These findings are aligned with previous research that has shown
how people tend to underestimate the value of face-to-face communication while information
technologies develop (Nachum & Zaheer 2005). In contrast, familiarity with the sender was
mentioned as an important factor affecting the perceived convenience positively. In addition,
customer chats within e-commerce were also considered more pleasant and trustworthy when
the participants “knew” a real customer servant was serving them. Some participants also
perceived chatbots as neither friendly nor competent enough to substitute a real human being.
These findings support the argument that despite being highly interconnected by technology
and social media, Generation Z still values the importance of interpersonal interaction
(Economou & McMahon 2014).

5.3 Content
Content-wise, Gen Z prioritized communication with school, bank, healthcare or
governmental authorities systematically higher on importance than e-commerce and service
providers. A significant factor affecting the importance was the often urgent message content,
which – if being missed – would e.g. cause financial losses or influence health matters. When
looking at the clusters as a whole, an essential theme influencing the importance of any
interaction was the relevance of the information for the receiver.

5.3.1 Relevance
A key factor related to the message content was its relevance for the receiver. While majority
of the information received from institutions such as bank, school or healthcare, was
considered relevant by nature, relevance as a factor was emphasized especially in a more
cluttered environment like e-commerce. In the context of e-commerce, the frequency and
convenience of communication were prioritized systematically higher than the importance of
the communication. The low importance was justified with e-commerce newsletters,
notifications of new product offerings or customer satisfaction surveys, which were perceived
as content-wise generally irrelevant and unnecessary clutter in the email. However, special
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discounts or promotions were perceived valuable and relevant by many, as utilizing them was
described as “it’s like putting money in the bank”. This finding reveals a need for better
targeted content, that would better match with the individual preferences and eventually also
be perceived more relevant. This has also come up in previous research in the context of
smart retailing, where Gen Z indicated a need for enhanced smart information technologies to
facilitate matching their needs with the most appropriate product offering (Priporas, Stylos &
Fotiadis 2017).
While relevance itself is perhaps nothing new, an essential factor connected to the relevance
was the habit of checking the message sender when receiving notifications. This preevaluation was described to already reveal initial information about the content and
importance of the message. Thus, this finding supports the arguments regarding this cohort’s
“8-second filter”, which exemplifies Gen Z’s ability to quickly process massive amounts of
information and focus and react only on the content that is relevant for them (Finch 2015).
Additionally, certain text messages and notifications, such as package arrival notifications,
invoices or doctor’s appointments, were perceived even more relevant due to the fact that
they both include relevant information and arrive at an optimal time. This is in line with what
Wood (2013) discusses as “just in time” product messaging, as Gen Z relies on receiving
product advertisements that arrive on the right time and appeal to their current needs.
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6 Conclusion and implications
This thesis sought to provide a better understanding of the needs and expectations of
Generation Z regarding their communication with different sectors in the Finnish society. A
special focus was on platform-mediated communication, but no channel was excluded in
order to include all of their natural communication habits. Communication was understood
broadly as any interaction – physical or digital – with the seven clusters included in this
study: school, bank, healthcare, e-commerce, service providers and free time. Furthermore,
the aim was to shed light on the potential implications that the needs and expectations of this
generational cohort could have on future innovations within the context of digital platforms.
The first research question was “What needs and expectations regarding communication
through digital platforms does generation Z have?”, and the question was answered through
collecting empirical data by conducting 12 in-depth interviews with representatives of Gen Z
in Finland. The results of this research show that the needs and expectations of this cohort
are, to a great extent, contextual, where the experienced convenience of the communication
with a specific institution or company is strongly affected by factors related to the ICT,
information exchange process as well as the message content. The researcher identified six
overarching needs and expectations of Gen Z: centralization, self-consciousness, speed,
dialogue, the human element and relevance.
The findings indicate that the provided communication technologies (channels & devices) did
not always meet the needs and expectations of Generation Z. The device choice was fairly
simple and unified among the participants, computers being used to solve more complex
matters and mobiles for more low-threshold daily interaction. Channel-wise the experiences
were more diverse, as the channel choice could be both forced or preference. For example,
with governmental authorities and healthcare, the digital channels (e-service, private
messaging) were occasionally complemented by phone calls because it was a necessity, while
with bank, the face-to-face meetings were preferred by some due to it feeling more personal
and immediate. The centralization of all communication to one platform was perceived as
important, yet the platform itself did not matter, as long as it was easily accessible and
enabled the necessary interaction. With regard to this, email appeared to be the dominant
design, serving as the platform for receiving messages from all the other platforms.
Additionally, some of the younger Gen Z participants were self-conscious about formulating
themselves and thus preferred communicating through written text over phone calls, while at
the same time, others favored phone calls in order to have a real-time dialogue.
The experienced convenience of the interaction with a specific sector was significantly
influenced by the factor of speed, meaning fast replies. Due to growing up in a
hyperconnected world and information overload, the patience of Gen Z appears to be low –
they are used to reacting fast themselves and they expect that from companies and institutions
as well. Along with the prerequisite for speed, comes the expectation towards having a
meaningful dialogue instead of one-way information push. One-way communication causes
inconvenience both on a technological level, when it does not enable replying to the message,
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but also content-wise, if the content is not engaging enough in terms of being tailored and
personalized to meet the individual needs. Closely related to having a dialogue, the findings
prove that Gen Z also values the human element in the interaction: knowing whom you
communicate with, receiving friendly and competent customer service. Content-wise,
relevance was the biggest emerging need. With school, bank, healthcare and governmental
authorities, the content was perceived relevant by nature, meaning the importance of relevant
content grows with actors like service providers or e-commerce. These actors need to provide
content that provides immediate benefit and value.

6.1 Practical implications
The second research question was “What implications do the needs of Gen Z have on
PostNord?”, was answered by reflecting on existing research and an expert feedback
workshop. The findings of this study not only have implications for PostNord as a platform
provider, but for any of the potential platform complementors, hence the industries involved
and touched upon in this study: the financial sector, healthcare industry, educational sector,
governmental authorities, e-commerce and service providers.
When it comes to the digital platforms that are used to facilitate communication with
different sectors in Finland, email appears to be the dominant design. ‘Email’ was even used
solely as a synonym for any digital communication by the Gen Z participants in this study.
While the rather established position of email as a platform might contribute to the relatively
low adoption rates and knowledge of digital mailbox services in the Finnish market, other
relevant reasons arise into focus. First, Suomi.fi and Netposti as platform ecosystems do not
currently include services other than communication, hence they are not attractive enough to
encourage joining multiple competing platform ecosystems regarding communication
(Tiwana 2014). Especially as Suomi.fi is currently for governmental services only, which
does not apply to the life situations of Gen Z. This finding stresses the importance of other
services that will be included in the platform ecosystems of the future. Unlike with email, the
focus should not be in the aggregation of communication and getting massive amounts of
institutions and companies on board on the other side, but in the relevance of the services for
Generation Z.
Drawing upon the findings regarding Gen Z’s self-consciousness and insistence to speed,
these parallel needs indicate that an instant messenger could be the optimal communication
technology for this generational cohort. For platform providers this means ensuring the
services included allow interaction through channels Gen Z feels the most confident using.
This finding also stresses the importance of engaging dialogue and providing immediately
beneficial content, which is increasingly important in the battle of competing for Gen Z’s
attention. Furthermore, the sophisticated content filter of Gen Z means that they do not have
time for irrelevant content and one-way information push, as their attention is rather caught
with a meaningful dialogue that meets their constantly evolving needs (Finch 2015). Taking
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into account also Gen Z’s insistence on relevance, the future platforms should ensure that the
customers can tailor the services to better fit their needs and changing life situations.

6.1 Limitations and future research
The selected literature served the purpose of providing a framework for platform ecosystems,
platform-based innovations within the postal industry and generation Z. As there are
significant gaps in the current research of generation Z and their needs regarding
communication with different sectors in a society, the empirical findings will provide useful
insights for companies in various industries. However, the chosen target group together with
the target institutions can also be seen as a limitation, since this generational cohort lacks the
experience of using some of the services provided by these institutions. A further limitation is
that the findings are not generalizable to the entire generational cohort due to the qualitative
research approach. The study could have benefitted from additional quantitative survey,
similar to the one that was conducted on the Swedish market in December 2017. Conducting
an identical survey would have enabled direct comparison between the results. However,
comparison between the two countries, Finland and Sweden, was not the purpose of this
study.
As this study focused on the consumers, more research is needed about the other parties: the
complementors and business partners in the platform ecosystem. Furthermore, one could
explore the behavior of Generation Z in an authentic digital platform setting through pilot
testing with the target customers. By applying the lean methodology and its build-measurelearn feedback loop, more immediate feedback would be gained to direct the innovation
process of platform ecosystems and what services they should include.
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